CEHA COLLEGE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
FOR UPPER DIVISION OR GRADUATE STUDENT

PURPOSE: This scholarship is available on an annual basis to provide financial assistance to an upper division or graduate student enrolled in a science program who has intentions of future full time employment in the field of environmental health. Recipient will receive a cash gift of $1000.00.

ELIGIBILITY: Any upper division or graduate student who meets the following requirements is eligible:
- Enrollment in a science program at an accredited college or university
- Full time student status (equivalent of 12 semester units for undergraduate or 6 semester units for graduate students)
- Minimum GPA of 2.5 based on a scale of 4.0
- Intention to pursue a full time career in the environmental health field upon graduation
- Endorsement by a Registered Environmental Health Specialist or CEHA member
- Applicant must be a permanent legal resident of California

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:

1. Applications are to be submitted to the CEHA Awards Committee, postmarked or electronically submitted no later than January 17, 2020.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION:

APPLICANT: ________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

PHONE: (______) _______ EMAIL: __________________________

SPONSORING REHS OR CEHA MEMBER: ________________________________

PHONE: (______) _______ EMAIL: __________________________

3. The following must be included in an application package:
   a. A resume or personal fact sheet which details the applicant’s scholastic, community and extracurricular activities and future educational goals and objectives
   b. An essay written by the applicant, not to exceed three (3) double spaced typed pages, concerning any subject or topic of current environmental health interest
   c. A copy of a science paper or project that was completed as a class assignment by the applicant
   d. Letters of recommendation from:
      (1) the sponsoring CEHA member or and REHS
      (2) a college professor or advisor
   e. Official college transcript (Copies accepted provided one official sealed transcript is received)

4. The submitted essay becomes the property of the California Environmental Health Association. The essay may be published in a future issue of the California Journal of Environmental Health.

Mail two copies of the nomination package to: CEHA Awards Committee
Julie Hobberlin
155 Georgeanne Pl.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(714) 433-6065 (work)

Also, E-mail an electronic nomination package to: awards@ceha.org

Papers shall be written in a Word format.